
CLASSICAL HAN DYNASTY

The Han dynasty was the second imperial dynasty of China ( BCâ€“ AD), preceded by the Qin dynasty (â€“ BC) and
succeeded by the Three.

The Han greatly expands the Chinese empire. Eventually, an insurgent mob forced their way into the Weiyang
Palace and killed Wang Mang. This dynamic lead to several instances of eunuchs slaughtering families to help
the emperor maintain control. In Bactria, Zhang Qian saw bamboo and textiles brought from China and asked
how they had gotten there. Even today, the ethnic Chinese refer to themselves as Han rem Han people. It
emphasizes the ethics of filial piety, harmonious relationships, ritual, and righteousness. AD , who
consistently defeated Chinese armies. Architecture of the Han Dynasty Remains of Han Dynasty architecture
include ruins of brick and rammed earth walls, rammed earth platforms, and funerary stone pillar gates. It was
led by Liu Bang, son of a peasant family. These monopolies included salt, iron , and liquor production, as well
as bronze-coin currency. The peasant class became frustrated by massive flooding and by 23 A. Common
items used for burial during the Eastern Han period included miniature models of ceramic towers, querns,
water wells, pigsties, pestling shops, and farm fields with pottery pigs, dogs, sheep, chickens, and ducks. Key
Terms Confucianism: An ethical and philosophical system developed from the teachings of the Chinese
philosopher by the same name â€” BCE. The liquor monopoly lasted only from 98 to 81 BC, and the salt and
iron monopolies were eventually abolished in early Eastern Han. This trade route from China to Europe was a
great source of wealth and luxury items. Members of the literate elite visited such temples, paying formalized
respect and enacting rituals in front of spirit tablets of the master and his disciples. It was an era of peace and
prosperity and allowed China to expand to a major world power. This scenario led to all types of cunning
schemes in the court. This scene was made by the repeated impression of stamps on the clay while it was still
soft, before firing. The angry mobs of hungry peasant insurgents had their own identity badge: red paint
smeared on their foreheads. The philosopher had long been dead, but his disciples managed to preserve his
teachings. Timber was the chief building material in Han architecture, used for grand palace halls, multi-story
towers, multi-story residential halls, and humble abodes. Art of the Han Dynasty Burial Goods During the
Western Han period, burial goods consisted of wares and pieces of art used by the tomb occupant when he or
she was alive. Social status was very rigid. During the Eastern Han period, stylistic goods, wares, and artwork
found in tombs were usually made exclusively for burial. They wore silk robes and were well educated. After
the Han dynasty disintegrates in the 3rd century, China experiences a year period of political fragmentation;
nomadic tribes dominate northern China while a series of Chinese dynasties succeed one another in the south.
Confucianism, favoured by the patronage of the state, gained a strength similar to Buddhism during the time
of Emperor Ashoka or Christianity after Constantine. Learn More. Model towers could be fired as one piece in
the kiln or assembled from several different ceramic pieces. Key Terms jade: An ornamental rock used for
hardstone carving since prehistoric periods. Thatched or tiled roofs were supported by wooden pillars, since
the addition of brick, rammed earth, or mud walls did not support the roof. Confucianism had stayed alive in
China thanks to the efforts of intellectuals like Fu Sheng, who managed to keep some Confucian literature
during the Qin Dynasty and beyond. However, due to the rapid decay of wood over time and its susceptibility
to fire, the oldest wooden buildings found in China which include several temple halls of Mount Wutai date no
earlier than the Tang Dynasty â€” CE. Other important inventions include iron casting, crop rotation, and
acupuncture as well as advancements in medicine, mathematics, building, agriculture, engineering, and
astronomy. He changed his name to Han Gaozu and established the Han Dynasty. In some cases the new ruler
was a child or even an infant, in which case the real power was in the hands of a guardian from the family of
the empress, since even infant rulers had to have an empress.


